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Windows 10 Home and Professional are under the Hood. The general experience is the same as both. Windows 10 Professional is not just for office rats with no choice of their choice. People with a Pro PC like Surface Pro 3 are automatically improved in the Pro version of Windows 10, but even small and freelance business owners of various types can benefit from some of the
features that are open with the upgrade. The Pro Upgrade doesn't remove any features from Home, but simply add another thread. However, it costs $1,000 if you purchase Windows 7 Starter, Windows 7 Home Basic, Windows 7 Home Premium, or Windows 8.1 and receive the update for Windows 10 Home for free. Microsoft has its own page that compares Home and
Professionals, and we've read it in search of the most useful features you might want. 1. BitlockerMicrosoft's encryption system has been kept up since Windows Vista and then Windows 8.1 it can encrypt the entire boot disk as well as other internal and external disks and even USB logs. Bitlocker is especially convenient for those who travel with the computer, even if it's only at
the office in a bar. With the entire disk encrypted, your data is secure even if the disaster occurs and someone consumes the computer. Bitlocker works in the background and encrypts all files that are placed on the encrypted disk, while your files copied from other storage media are described. Of course, you need to have a password for it to work, and it should be false. In the
event that you forgot your password, you will also receive an additional recovery key, which you should keep in a very secure location. If you lose both, all your data will be lost forever. Storing files on Onedrive or Dropbox may be useful, but for sensitive files, a Bitlocker-encrypted USB stick on the key chain might be a better way to still have them at hand.2. Remote Desktop
ConnectionBoth Windows 10 Home and professional can control other Windows 10 machines with Remote Desktop Connections. Both versions can also be controlled remotely through what is recognized as Remote Assistance – where the managed computer is active as usual, but the mouse and keyboard are controlled by the other computer. With Windows 10, you can use the
pressure-sensitive pen that comes with Surface Pro 3 via Remote Desktop Connections, for example, in Stencil Photoshop. However, for traditional Windows remote controls, where the monitor computer goes out while working, Windows 10 professional is required to monitor the computer. This allows people with Pro to work and home to log in and control the computer to work
from home but not the other way around. For small business owners who don't make as much difference between work and leisure, pro versions could be handy.3. Virtualization - Client Hyper-VModern computer has processors that support virtualization – allocating some computer resources to a virtual machine that can run a fully different operating system than the active one. It
is perhaps most used by Mac users who also need to run a few Windows programs, but it can also be useful for Windows users who, for example, want to test the lower version of Windows, run a completely clean system for any sensitive program, or install Windows XP for software that can't stand new versions. 4. More control over 10 Home updatesWindows installs all updates
from Microsoft automatically, and you can only dismiss them for a few hours. There are this bypass tricks slightly, but it's not as simple as just turning off automatic updates in Settings.With Windows 10 Professional you can choose for yourself when installing updates. A bug presented in an automatic update of the Windows 10 Media Creation Tool. Extending that several updates
from Microsoft have already led to problems – an update prevents some Nvidia cards from connecting multiple monitors, with an update of Surface 3 and Surface Pro 3 database software failed completely – it may feel to wait to see if an update seems to be working properly. 5. Enterprise features Some features you get with Windows 10 Professional are clearly designed for the
enterprise marketplace. Domain join, for example, which allows you to bring your own computer and connect to your company's domain. Group Policy Management allows IT administrators to control what individual users can do on their machines. And if your company is running a former web app that doesn't work in any modern browser, Internet Explorer has a special mode that
imitates old Internet Explorer 8.Assigned Access is a feature that's common for larger businesses -it closes a tablet to an open-top app that can be useful even for your home users. For example, you can child-proof your Surface Pro.Ki as updated from windows 10 Home to ProIf you have Widows 10 Home and feel like you want to update to Windows 10 Pro, do it in less than two
minutes by going to Settings, selecting Updates and Security, and clicking Activation. Then enter a key for Windows 10 Pro and press Ok. Activation takes place immediately. Page 2One of the biggest innovations in the operating system is that Internet Explorer is replaced by the new Edge Browser, which for a period goes by the Spartan working name. Goal Spartan is a browser
that easier and attract less attention than Internet Explorer. In addition to the new interface, Spartan also has other innovation, such as better opportunities to share information with others and built-in support for Cortana. In connection with the news that the new browser named Edge, the new logo was also unveiled – which you'll probably recognize. Can Xbox games work in
Windows 10? Windows 10 has an Xbox app that allows you to access your account on Xbox Live and manage your games with friends on the network. Plus, you can incur games for Xbox One in Windows 10 so you can play them on your PC or tablet, but for it's working, you'll also need an Xbox One. This brings Windows 10 Xbox OneWindows 10 to be released from different
installations for different devices. First out of course the PC version, which will be followed by the mobile version. Microsoft has also revealed a little more about when the Xbox One version might appear, and it will be at its earliest later this fall. In a direct question on Twitter about when to release the beta, Xbox boss Phil Spencer replies that it will be after this summer. This is not
the case for the finished version, but a beta version. It is not clear whether it will only be available to developers and other partners or if all will be able to refuge it through testing, similar to the PC and mobile version of the system. So far, we know a little about what Windows 10 for Xbox One actually means. The PC version will acquire several news such as a new Xbox app and
game streaming from console game PCs. But in addition to giving Xbox One access to a selection of universal apps, Microsoft has not revealed much about what it provides to users. How many hard drive spaces does Windows 10 require? Microsoft has actually worked hard to bring down space that the new operating system takes up. Through intelligent compression technology
that is currently also working on system files and that a new way found to restore the system in factory mode that does not require a recovery partition, the system has been selimed down. With the 64-bit version, you can expect to save at least 6.6g gigabytes of space with the 32-bit version just over 5 gigabytes. It is especially important for cheap pc tablets and netbooks that can
come with 16 or 32 jigabytes of space. Even the mobile version of the system picked up less space, but since it did not require partition recovery before, savings will be less. Don't miss: Compress smarter in Windows 10 frees up many jigabytes on your hard drive What about Directx 12 and other news about Windows 10 games? The new Direction 12, released with Windows 10,
will give developers new opportunities to create fresh graphics and graphics for lifetime. Direct is the software that lies between the games and the video card drivers and ensures that the games work on all video cards regardless of the manufacturer. The bottom of this solution is that Direct is more abstract than what the hardware understood so there has to be a lot of translation
between the worlds. This is the one Why graphics are over, for example, the Xbox 360 and Playstation 3 Long Hanging and PC graphics well though that hardware have been weaker. On the game consolations, the developers closer to the hardware than in Windows.Directx 12 should instead let the programming code tap that significantly closer something that the graphics card
understands, and it requires less interference from the processor to translate the instructions. Direct 12 promises to deliver efficiency in similar consolation games, while working with most modern card graphics. At the same time, Microsoft connected Xbox One and Windows 10 significantly more than before. Players will be able to run multiplayer games with each other if they are
running the game on Xbox or PC. Windows also becomes an Xbox app that provides many of the social features from your company's game console, such as the ability to see what your friends are playing and showcase your accomplishments in the games you're running. Don't miss: Directx 12 is like getting a new graphics card for freeYon smarter start menu in lots, the start
menu is back, and by far. The new Start menu is a join of Windows 7 and Windows 8, which means you can have both text and titles visible in the menu. The Start menu is much more interactive than before. For example, by being able to view titles in the menu, you can see how many unread emails you have or if something has been updated on Facebook, just by clicking the Start
menu. Additionally, you can change the size of the menu both in height and width so that you can see as many tiles as you want. Apps on DesktopAnother please the news for the many users who interfere on Windows 8 is that apps from the Windows Store that have already been opened in full-screen mode are currently in windows that can be customized and can be minimized
just like regular applications. Program.
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